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Kev’s A Legend
Belinda Curby
Chris takes a few steps back then leaps forward into the lake, knees
bent towards his chest, his arms wrapped around them. With a mix of
excitement and fear on his face he hits the water. The surface shatters
like fragile glass; specks of white shards ripple across the water. He
swims to the side and climbs the rocks ready for his next jump.
Jumping higher and further out takes him deeper into the lake this
time and his foot becomes tangled in the weeds at the bottom.
Panicking, he thrashes about in the water trying to pull his foot free.
When one of his mates swims to help, he grabs hold of him, almost
pulling him under. Another friend, Jack, laughs loudly as he bombs
Chris.
“You think it’s funny?” says Chris. He climbs out of the water,
deciding to give it a rest right now - after nearly drowning. Jack follows
him out of the water and pushes him, calling him a wet pussy. Ignoring
Jack, Chris walks off, leaving his mates to their own devices.
He goes around the lake and up the hill to several barbeque areas
covered with tables and chairs. He is about to sit down when he hears
someone in the background. At least he thinks it is someone.
“Hello, hello,” he hears and turning round, sees a white cockatoo
with yellow feathers arranged on its head like a punk rocker.
Chris says, “Hello” back.
The cocky shrieks a couple of times then says, “Legend. I’m a
legend,” and shrieks again.
Chris starts to laugh. Looking at the bird he wishes his mates could
see this. “Arseholes,” he says, “my friends, they are arseholes.”
“Arseholes. They are arseholes,” the cocky repeats. Chris looks at
the cocky with admiration and decides to give him a name.
“How about Kev? Do you like the name Kev?” Kev shrieks and
laughs at the same time.
Chris turns on a nearby tap to wet his face. It is 46 degrees today –
that’s why they came to the lake to try and keep cool – although it
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hasn’t worked out that way for Chris. You’re not exactly supposed to
jump off the rocks anyway. In fact there’s a sign that says No Jumping
or Swimming but most of the local kids take no notice. Two young
people have died over the years, ignoring that sign, and several more
have suffered lifelong injuries.
Unintentionally Chris has left the tap slightly running. Kev sneaks
over to it, opens his beak and starts to drink from the tap. It looks cute
– it’s the first time Chris has seen a bird drink like this.
He glances up and sees his mates heading over to join him. They
talk about their adventures jumping in the river and Chris tells them
about Kev. He points right at him still drinking under the tap.
Chris walks over to Kev telling him these are his mates.
“Arseholes!” Kev says. “Arseholes!” Kev shrieks and Chris starts to
laugh again.
“I told him you were all arseholes and I guess he remembered,”
Chris says with a huge grin on his face.
Jack says to Kev, “You’re a dick.”
Kev shrieks, “I’m a legend.” The rest of the guys just laugh. Jack
says that Kev wasn’t a legend and Kev shrieks, “Far Kew” and kind of
laughs right in Jack’s face. Jack can’t help but laugh. He’s never seen
anyone as being more sarcastic than himself but Kev took the cake, he
was hilarious. He must have been someone’s pet.
Jack approaches Kev, hand outstretched and Kev hops on, unfortunately thinking Jack is trustworthy. Jack grabs him, restricting him
with both hands.
Kev shrieks as loud as he can, managing to scratch Jack across the
back of his hands and shrieking, “Arsehole!” Chris wrestles Jack to the
ground and Kev flies free, up into the safety of some stringy barks.
Flapping his wings he looks down at Chris saying, “You’re a legend,
you’re a bloody legend.”
Chris gives Kev a salute. “So are you mate, so are you.”
Kev lifts his wings to salute back and without another thought flies
off searching for a new adventure.
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An Angel or Two
C.A. Broadribb
I was worried. The debt collectors were coming at 4 pm and I was still
$4995 short of the $5000 I owed. If only I had a sign to tell me what to
do. Where were my guardian angels when I needed them?
Perhaps a walk would clear my head. I trudged down the street
and turned off down a side street. I came across a shop: “Fashion
Angels pre-loved clothing”. Angels? My heart thudded. Then I saw the
sign taped to the window: “Leap into Spring with us!”
I leapt through the door, slipped on the mat and fell flat on my
bottom. It hurt. Customers sniggered at me. The shop assistant
frowned, and asked what I was doing. When I tried to explain about
signs from the angels, he yelled at me to get out.
Leaping along the street was exhilarating at first. Then I got out of
breath and my legs started aching. People stared at me and drivers
honked at me. I sat on a low brick wall to rest. Then I saw where I was:
at Dr John Angels Dentistry. He offered free X-rays with checkups. His
sign read: “Kill two birds with one stone.”
When I came to the local park, I picked up a stone and threw it at a
cluster of pigeons on the grass. It missed, and they flew off. I continued
picking up stones and throwing them at ducks in the lake, ibises in the
trees, and all the other birds I saw, but didn’t kill even one, let alone
two. Some elderly women passing by glared at me and muttered
something about animal cruelty.
Tired again, I sat down on a bench to rest. Someone had left a
newspaper, and I flicked through it. An ad caught my eye: “Cleaning
Angels on-call service. Remember, cleanliness is next to godliness!”
I started by throwing the newspaper in the bin, then walked
around the park picking up rubbish. A group of kids playing football
sneered at me. When I started cleaning the picnic tables, people stared
at me incredulously. It was hard work, and the tables were so grimy
that they didn’t look any better. I took a break, and sat down again.
A van slowed and parked on the street nearby. The decal on the
side read: “Blyton and Angel, compensation lawyers. Beat the odds
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with us.” Odds? Hmmm. There was a TAB nearby. I didn’t usually
gamble, but if that’s what the ones above advised...
I hurried into the building and looked at the screens. The next race
was in Melbourne in 10 minutes. The horses included “Angelic Heart”,
with odds of 12-1 to win. I placed my $5 bet and watched the screens
intently as the race started. Angelic Heart was in the middle of the
pack... A Nice Gentle English Lady was creeping up to the front...
Angelic Heart was lagging... another two horses passed him... he
finished last! A Nice Gentle English Lady won at odds of 18-1 – and no
wonder, look at her initials! If only I’d thought about it more.
Dispirited at having failed the test, I trudged back along the street.
It was just after 3 pm. I could stay out until the debt collectors left, but
they would be back again another day. Without even a down payment
to offer them, who knows what would happen. I paused outside a
funeral home, wondering what to do. Then I noticed its name: White
Angels Funerals. A sign in the window read: “Urgent. Receptionist
needed. Apply within”. Not exactly my dream career, but...
Half an hour later, I had a job, and a proposed repayment plan to
show the debt collectors. My guardian angels had saved me after all.

Image: J. Wrightson
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Elements Of Truth (1)
Danny Draper
Earth swept snuffling willy-willy ochre breath deep sighed
Resolutely disclosing trade route paths,
Stirred spirited spectres from arm and thigh
Trust's sung lineage connection to past.
Withdrawn and dispatched was each fertile seed
Hapless vanquished their history told low,
Infinitely free to progress by need
Long kept land maintained, respectfully so.
Endured stable eons without conquest
Waiting for seasons to reap and to sow,
On harvest, each sharing with no contest
Reciprocal rites to enmesh and grow.
Loving as caring, ensuring all time,
Devotion to land and life of all kind.
Wind draws summer bogongs east to retreat
High from the up-country message sticks sent,
Inviting all neighbours, feast, dance and sing
Large trading and lore, cultural needs met.
Events nations host and each in good time
Along well-worn paths from mountains to sea
Wattle bower arbours crossed branches combine
Avenues ancient unhindered and free.
Young are years measured in spirit and deed
Too few the worries when life is to share
Initiates learn take just what you need
May time be endless with ancestors’ care.
Ensure respect by rituals they know,
Survival by swaying as fierce winds blow.
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Fire grounds sculpt garden estates, kangaroos
Rounded on productive maintained grasslands,
Over glade pastures perennials grew
Millennia sustained, passed hand to hand.
Never could have foretold the end of ways
Erratic white ghosts came but were real,
Weeds choking all before, took light from days
Restricting life by material zeal.
Estates of nations easy to ignore
Sculptured by empire's desire to expand,
Perpetually new lands to explore
Effecting terra nullius' command.
Cultural life crushed, at margins abhorred,
Traditions respected, can't be ignored.
Water courses tidal swells, pilot boat
Engages trade imbalance off to sea,
Making most of drained resources sour note
Alive a deficit we cannot flee.
Kin flowing to cities from country don't
Evolve in fairness once invoked for all,
Attesting wealth pools for the few, but won't
Clouds gather, not just virga when they fall?
Outpour the essence, shared in lighted day
Ubiquitous resource for all not one
New days from long known ancient better ways,
Traces a river's new course as it runs.
Restlessly essence, fluid in all cells
Yearn, longing to exist where it excels.
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Elements Of Truth (2)
Danny Draper
Earth resolutely stirred
Trust's withdrawn hapless,
Infinitely long endured
Waiting on reciprocal loving devotion.
Wind high inviting large events
Along wattle avenues,
Young too initiates
May ensure survival.
Fire rounded over millennia
Never erratic weeds restricting estates,
Sculptured perpetually
Effecting cultural traditions.
Water engages making alive
Kin evolve attesting,
Clouds outpour ubiquitous
New traces restlessly yearn.
Erstwhile world
While away times,
From new respect
We make a country
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One Day Theatre
Mihaela Cristescu
THE CHARACTER
I cannot write a story without characters:
the plot will be desperate and annoying
leaving a space to allow access and vision
to no one.
A story
to be uttered
without thoughts for a land in distress,
would engage
an open portico
levelled by empty drawers,
and ruined white marble
along the beautiful crimson afternoon.
This Roman Empire,
in its own magnificent significance,
for an hour to be postponed
in words and syntax.
A story to be written
in ages,
dreamed by a crocodile
and forgotten by a dark bat
in his cave.
This character,
the only possible
to be talked about,
those range of intelligent behaviours
sustained by columns and piers
looking deep down, on the bottom of the lake.
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I cannot write the story.
A request has been made
so that the days could be accomplished without any assessment:
years to find the character,
decades to search the lake.

THE STAGE
One by one
inside the tiger’s mind
the rays became sufficient and straight,
conventional music or respectable succession of monads
for its prey to understand
the disease of the enemy,
deaf struggle to accumulate light
within this tough steak
of his dreams.
Not any move,
his paws standing still
higher and higher
on the escalator
to the stage.
His performance: to cry out for protection
in poisoned grief
every single birthday party,
every play.
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Welcome Home
Robert Dunn
Hal took his place on the throne (a Jason 9000 deluxe recliner,
according to the gold label) and settled in for the night. The aromas
from the kitchen were exquisite and enticing.
“How about a hot chocolate, darl? I’ve been working like a dog all
day.”
When Hal returned from a rather lengthy nature call the soothing
beverage was ready and waiting. He sunk back into the Jason and
without thinking took a long sip...
“Shit!”
He spat it out before it could burn his mouth.
“What the - ! Davina, what is this crap!”
He couldn’t understand what had gotten into her. He would have
to get up and sort it out.
As he sprang to his feet with singular purpose and a rapidly
tightening jaw, the RoboVac appeared from under the coffee table,
charged and sent him back into the Jason with such force that the
great chair’s internal settings became hopelessly scrambled. The blow
up doll they liked to bring out later in the evening suddenly sprang into
life from down below, leaving Hal perplexed and slightly vulnerable.
“Dav, it’s not that time yet!”
The Jason then proceeded to enter storage mode, collapsing the
deluxe seating apparatus into a cube, ready for transport, disposal or
‘even an enormous foot stool’ as the manual helpfully quipped.
Unfortunately, Hal was caught in the middle of this operation and did
not appreciate the lighter side of it. He struggled to break free from
the vice-like grip, screaming in agony as it began opening fractures in
his vertebrae. If he didn’t force manual override soon he would be
eaten alive.
Normally within reach, the universal remote had been flung to the
floor in all the commotion. His only hope now was to use his feet. He
stretched out one leg, pushing through the violent pain compressing
the rest of his body. He got a toe onto the reset button and pressed as
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hard as the circumstances would allow. But, inexplicably, the
temperature rose, the climate control safeguards seemingly nonexistent. He shifted to the down button and dug into it hard, only to
find the television getting louder and his cries growing ever more
ineffectual.
“Davina!” he screamed. “You have to do something! Help me,
please!”
Then, cutting through the din like a bolt action rifle, he heard the
ominous crunch of windows and doors locking as one.
Silence.
The whole house was now on intruder alert. They had argued
about this. Hal thought it was going too far, but Dav insisted. He
couldn’t even recall the trigger conditions - noise, heat, something had
tripped the system. The room was plunged into total darkness with Hal
trapped in the chair, no longer crushing his body, simply content to
hold its prey.
The slightest movement would seal his fate.
Hal sat rock solid for what seemed like an age, forced his
breathing, measured, shallow, resisting peripheral vision. Ten minutes
and the mode would terminate. Just ten minutes to ride out. He tried
to take his mind elsewhere, back to a time when they were happy,
when she was more predictable. They had worked together on the
room’s décor. What a team they were! His juvenile flair and her
wonderful eye for detail, the pictures on the ceiling, the col…
Then he saw it - a blink and the red beam locked on, fixed and
blew his brains out over the back wall. The Jason jolted into the air and
reclined backwards onto the floor, his head fractured, feet up.
…
Of the neighbours interviewed by police, most were not entirely
surprised.
“He was a bit strange,” said one.
“He lived alone, always kept to himself,” reported another.
The cameras and sensors that had once held the perimeter of the
property were now supplanted by plastic tape. But it wasn’t
considered a murder scene. No lover’s revenge or domestic tragedy
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here, just another sad suicide, even if it was a very meticulous and
elaborate one.
Detectives continued to refine this conclusion amongst
themselves as they hosed down the grisly scene, not noticing the small
control box in the corner above them, its red light blinking.

My Beloved Hillbilly Friends – and Other Stories
Helen Dalrymple
Dulcie yelled out to her husband, “Frank! There’s a snake in the house.
Come and help me!”
Frank rushed into the lounge-room with a big knife in his hand. He
whacked the snake on the head – end of snake. (They realised the
snake must have crawled inside through a hole in the fly screen door
that had been torn in a big storm.)
Not long after, Dulcie opened the door to the toilet and was again
confronted by a big snake. She yelled for Frank and he appeared with a
rake this time. Down went another snake.
During a drought, Franks’ old tractor shook so much the brakes
would not work. It headed down the hill for the dam and Frank was
forced to follow. He and the tractor emerged very wet and miserable.
Another story was told about a circus which came to town. The
head man attached electricity leads to Frank and Dulcie’s house.
After the circus left, the electricity bill took two months to pay by
this quiet and gentle couple who believed everyone was honest.
My letter was published in “Snake Gully Newspaper”.
I won $5 and some good friends.
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Weight Loss Woes
C.A Broadribb
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The Unwanted Public Servant
Peter Cartwright
Pre-ordained a slave refusing to be a robot with too few moving parts.
The paper cuts of a rather civil war,
the shame of being a servant,
the weight of making the same stupidly important decision
over and over again.
Momentary absence makes the boss grow meaner,
demeaning those things
kept treasured for my other life,
pressed like a precious flower between the pages of a life
I try to keep secret.
A valuable slave is a controllable one
in whom the fire of freedom does not burn.
A valuable robot has an ever more powerful chip,
is ever more clever faster and makes the office richer,
rising to the surface of the polluted lake
of pens and papers and petty politics.
The valuable robot does not question,
the chip does not burn out,
is never absent from his little beige box.
A valuable robot does not malfunction.
So having malfunctioned
when the fire of slavery's
freedom burns out
the chip of usefulness
I sit now no longer a slave,
trying not to be a robot,
unwanted entirely
but trying to be useful
in a world that
has no use for me.
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Hidden Prejudices
TigerSpirit
In a modern world where people are meant to be more sensitive to
others, there still seems to be, in the attitudes of many, an undertone
of dislike. A conversation late one night, on one radio station, affected
me deeply. It didn't offend me personally, but the distaste in the
conversation offended me as a human being.
It was between the host of the late night radio show and a listener,
and the subject was, as is often the topic nowadays, Muslims. They
were agreeing about a theory that some people from non-Western
cultures like to distance themselves by the clothing they wear.
From what I see, people wear the clothes they do because it’s part
of their culture or belief system and participate in the same activities
as everyone else. They choose to wear these clothes out of respect for
their beliefs, not to keep everyone else at bay. Since when has wearing
unique clothes become a faux pas in our community?
We certainly have short memories. Not so long ago, in Western
culture, hats were all the rage, and it was a fashion statement to cover
your head with designer scarves. Magazines of the seventies would
have nearly every supermodel gazing off into the distance, their head
wrapped in silk.
And it's not just about head wear; nowadays, with awareness of
skin cancer, the big campaign is for people to cover up to prevent this
much hated disease.
As recently as the 90s, Christian nuns were a common sight in
Australia, wearing a veil and a habit – which for the most part was full
length. The nuns weren't told that they should wear “normal” clothing
and try to blend in, although these days, the veil is gone, and the
dresses seem shorter, so sadly it has become harder to tell the
difference between nuns and the average person on the street.
In other cultures, both here and around the world, there are a lot
of types of clothes people wear according to their traditions and
beliefs, from the Sikh to the Scot.
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An entire suburb could be a fashion show with the assortment of
clothing that people choose to wear, which now includes hybrid
fashions. When people like what they see others wearing, they may
buy a culture based article of clothing and blend it in with their own
choice of fashion.
My mother, who originated from Germany, loved to wear
traditional Chinese dresses, and although I'm female, I will wear men's
clothing as frequently as I wear women's. In the streets, elegantly tall
African women wear the most colorful and beautiful clothing, yet no
one takes a second glance at them, except perhaps to admire their
choice of outfit.
Why then do people need to judge one faith or culture on what
they wear when there are so many other people walking around with
just as unique clothing? I thought the goal of our society was not to
blend into one another, but to show our individuality, to stand out and
be ourselves, and when a culture or religion does that, they're
hounded. We can't have it both ways!
We must open our minds and learn to accept people of other
cultures, races, and religions and not want other people to change how
they dress, just so we can feel more comfortable.
How boring would this world be if everyone dressed the same, or
believed the same things?
We should not discriminate against others.
We should learn from them.
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Slightly Skewed
Robert Dunn
I placed the soap in the tray at the correct angle. Like always. I touched
the wall twice and rubbed my hands under the water until it felt right.
But it wasn't. The soap was sliding, time was ticking, and the angle
was...
At work I lined up my pens and paper. Like always. But the soap was
still sliding.
When the call came I knew it was bad. As they wheeled him in, his
lifeless body lay...slightly skewed. I'd never seen my son like that
before. He's always been so well adjusted.
I'll get my glasses checked tomorrow.

Sunday Afternoon
Julieann Wrightson
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Ring
J. Anne deStaic

Hands first, we become our mother,
amethyst and arthritis making
knuckles thick, giving us the need to stretch
out the ache
of the diamond engagement,
grubby now with history.
We had them cleaned – the jeweller
made a good job,
you say.
I wanted the ruby. She left me the jade,
water running off its surface as I wash my hands,
smooth in attitude, no facets to
split
points of view. Like the sapphire my sister
wears – it was my second wanting,
sparkling multiple
truths,
like this the one we can’t ignore:
she is dead,
we must wear keepers to stop her
slipping off
our fingers.
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Monday Night
Malinda Rose
“Would you like some?”
“What is it?”
“Beef and veggie soup.”
“Ah… no thanks. Too healthy for me!”
“Anyone else for some hot, homemade soup?”
“I’m ok, but I’ll take some for my sick wife.”
Further along there was pasta bake, chicken and rice, and stir fry on
offer.
Dessert would soon make an appearance too.
Only about twenty people had shown up tonight;
The earlier rain, a likely deterrent.
“How about a scarf?”
“Some warm socks?”
“This hoodie looks about your size…”
“Thanks.”
“God bless you.”
“See you next week.”
They left almost as quickly as they had arrived,
Hopefully with their bellies a little fuller,
And their hearts a little lighter.
For some, it may be the only kindness they receive all week.
This pulled at the soup-server’s heart.
As the crowd dispersed, she pulled her winter armour more tightly
around herself,
And dashed across the park by the cemetery, to the refuge of her car,
Where she sat for some time.
“How will I find the strength to return next week?” she pleaded.
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“How will you find the strength not to?” she heard in reply.
She realised she could allow this pain to paralyse her,
Or instead, decide to let it propel her.
She chose the latter.

Winds of Change
Malinda Rose
winds of change
sometimes loud sometimes soft
just listen

A Wedding in the Park
Julieann Wrightson
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Mrs Crockett Will Have Her Day In Court
Norm Fairbairn
Mrs Crockett, whilst chopping wood
spots the ‘Coon skin hat in the distance
a human sunspot, heat wavering
trailing donkey, totting native gifts and hunting trophies.
Crockett children hunkered down
scribble mental arithmetic
for the virgin Miss Andrews
in the weather beaten schoolhouse nearby.
Mrs Crockett shields her eyes
leans against the unpainted door
of the rough-walled grove she calls home
sleeps in the lounge room, chooks in the bedroom.
Identifies the loping gait
overbite and Roman nose
of the Nation’s hero home to roost,
and turn the dullest stories into legend.
Told to children who sit respectfully
and ask nothing of motive or truth
while Mrs Crockett loads the stove
he doesn’t stir when she drops the wood.
She will sleep naked tonight
he will face the wall
she lifts his nightshirt while he’s sleeping
runs her fingers in the tracks of “ Mountain Bear”
and pictures Adam and Eve
one yellow , one white
tight within the bearskins
where gods extract their just reward.
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In her heart she sees star-speckled nights
where dusty gods in deer hide coats
turn the dullest stories into legend
blushing squaws with painted fathers
pass the pipe, tell stories of their own
the fire exploding like buckshot
warriors dance with spears in his honour
the yellow Eve changes name each night.
She wonders if one day
there will be a law against this
that would entitle her to half of all he owns,
two rifles, three chooks, one donkey and a leaking roof.

Gluteus Maximus
Robert Dunn
Warrior, spokesperson of the people
Of all my offspring
You are the chosen one
Your sister, Titius,
Despite my unshakeable support over the years
Has, of late, become a real let down
And your brother, Phallius
What can I say of your wayward sibling?
Unfit to bear the Maximus name
I had hoped he would rise to the occasion
But clearly he is not up to it
Even the great Russellius Croweius Decimus the Third(ius)
Who gives all, who throws his heart, his soul
(And at times the odd telephone)
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Into his work
Even he is not fit for the task
No, it is you Gluteus upon which my Empire rests
Only you can carry the weight of expectation
Through you the light shines down upon the minions below
Like a crack in the universe
You truly are
A posterior built for posterity
Nevertheless, all is not well on the mighty throne
For too long I have chosen to ignore your petulant outbursts
And the devastating consequences
I have turned the other cheek, so to speak
But, my foul-weather friend
I can take no more
Alas, you have betrayed me
And I must conclude
Behind all that baby faced flabbery
You really are
A pain in the arse!

The Retaining Wall
Peter Cartwright
The ocean has a silver thread
down its grey shifting tiles tonight,
like some silk road
I could walk down to follow you.
My warm breath clouds in front of me
and dances away, disappearing
past my rough cheek.
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The hard damp sand freezes my bones.
The salt smell remains
even as the day departs.
The tide has washed the beach
clean of all but the slight dips and swells
left of the sandcastles
and moats built by families earlier that day,
just like ours had done so long ago.
The occasional detritus remains:
an abandoned cap and a toy shovel,
a chip packet and a sodden towel.
But the tide hasn't washed away
my name on the retaining wall,
engraved in childish print
half a century ago,
or the frown on your face
when you found it there.
The tide can't wash away
the smell of the sea
from those days,
the feel of my hand in
your large strong hand,
the taste of the ice cream
eaten on the way home.
The tide can't wash away
the red autumn leaf memory of you,
that possesses me
and trembles with every breeze
of recollection
like it will wash my footprints
into the great and endless sea
when I climb the retaining wall
and leave.
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Home
Julieann Wrightson
On a warm summer night when the light is just right, flaxen spears of
wild grass ripple in a breeze.
With my window down, I drive along a boulevard of green and gold,
listening to the cicadas sing, and knowing I am home.

Image: Julieann Wrightson
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Rain falls
Victoria Cartwright
Listening to the soft rain as it falls...
Remembering its cool caress.
Its soothing sound relaxing aching heart.
The pause and then the pulse.
Is that a sigh, or a whisper?
A singular joy in the pause...
Each droplet a reminder.
Of some secret hope or sorrow.
To dare to walk among them...
One dream lost and washed away.
By the cruelty of the flood
Caused by the river of tears that flowed too fast.
And a nature that knows not its nature.
It moves as by instinct and not by the knowing mind
And persists through light and dark.
To wash away the cares and sorrows of the previous days.
It is both kind and unkind.
The flood lessens for a brief time and then swells again.
Great force can be wielded by this gentle medium.
Rock is etched smooth by the sliding tides.
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Adieu
Victoria Cartwright
My heart remembers all the laughter
All the tears...
The joys
The sorrows.
It was only days
Months
Years
ago...
But the time is long past that
I can finally release your spirit to the light...
I will hold you dearly in my heart forever
But I am stronger now to face the shadows
With less fear.
You taught me well by examples and facts
And I will bless you forever more.
I have grown in wisdom, I hope through the decade or
So when you were taken in a swift and painless manner.
You were my mentor in many things
I hope that in my own way, I can do the same
For others.
Adieu for now...
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Awake
Malinda Rose
This inner turmoil is depleting me
I am spiraling out of control
There is almost nothing left.
Continuing along this path would be terrifying,
And is no longer an option.
My soul has been at war
But was too polite to scream for help.
Or perhaps I was just oblivious.
“Finally!” it exclaims, and breathes a sigh of relief.
“You’re paying attention now.”
I also breathe a long-awaited sigh of relief
As my soul begins to dance.
The challenge now: to silence the mind.
I know what I need to do
The changes I must make
To choose life.
I fear it will be quite a battle though
At least the battle will no longer be within.
I will muster all that I am
To fight the good fight.
Everything up until this point
Has prepared me for this.
I pray that it will be enough.
What is waiting on the other side of this mess
Will be truly glorious.
I am thankful for this knowing
As it will impel me
When my feet will no longer carry me.
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Bodies of Water
Images: Julieann Wrightson
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A Perfectly Ordinary Day
Norm Fairbairn
Ground as warm as toast,
a rolling ocean of lawn
occupied by loungers, dozers,
and children with legs shorter than your arms.
A perfectly ordinary day,
the white noise of background traffic,
conversations of stiff gramophone records,
needles that hit scratches and jump back a track, repeating.
And all those years you told yourself
what happiness would look like,
the four-car garage with circular drive
underpinning the eight-bedroom pile,
and dozing on sun lounges
pointing to the Aegean's edge,
personally monogrammed stationery,
addressed as "Sir" by everyone but your family.
It's been years since you spoke to your stockbroker,
cocktail parties with gaps in the crowd
where you never were,
you and your careful what you wish for mentality.
Ground as warm as toast,
an ordinary woman brings drinks on a tray,
children who resemble both you and their parents
run crabwise towards you with arms outstretched.
And all those years you told yourself
what happiness would look like,
when all the while it looked just like this,
all on a perfectly ordinary day.
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I Knew A Place
Norm Fairbairn
I knew a place,
where red ochre ripples ran
away to the horizon
following the snake river,
as she slid unhurried
around the rocks
as smooth as love,
made warm in the late afternoon.
I was there naked
embraced by an earth wind caress
where protected I was
by her valleys and caves,
and I in turn
only took from her
what I needed,
the red earth my benevolent mother.
I knew a place
untouched for 60 million years
the windswept virgin
a largesse of hard beauty.
Where the elders were heard
chanting in the evening
from some unobtainable heaven,
their ghosts moved in long shadows.
My brothers and sisters
walked softly upon her,
mere tenants upon
god's unbounded rental property,
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before the tribes in orange vests
bringing smoke as black as night
raping my benevolent mother
taking whatever they wanted.
I knew a place
of earth wind caress
where, with my elders' ghosts I was,
and will never be again.

Enough
Peter Cartwright
Enough of activism,
of endless levels of suspicious
ulterior motives.
Enough the talk of governments
or anarchy,
as if there’s nothing between this
and that.
Enough of the studied iconoclasm,
of the veneer of beauty
without class.
Enough of the word hatred,
much worse
than the coarse words you hate.
And enough of subhumanity:
if we each shine in our corner
the world will be a Christmas tree.
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The Day I Quit
A FaceBook Post

Sue Chamoun
It was the morning of 3rd May 2017, and what a cold morning it was.
14 degrees, wrapped up in a blanket, a cup of coffee and a packet of
cigarettes ought to see me through my first day of chemotherapy. 8
cigarettes later, before the scheduled 8am intravenous drip, and I felt
ready for what was to come. Yep, all I needed was that high voltage hit
of nicotine and I could face a whole army. Or so I thought.
No amount of nicotine could have prepared me for my reaction to
the first bag of chemo. A sudden rush of nausea and dizziness took
over my entire body and I went into a state of delirium. Lucky for me,
the nurses got on top of things right away by injecting me with a fluid
that reversed the reaction. I managed to sail through the rest of the 6
hours without any major hiccups.
I couldn't wait to get home, make a cup of coffee and unwind with
a cigarette or 5. Not soon enough, with a cup of coffee in one hand and
a packet of cigarettes in the other, doing all I could to avoid both my
daughters’ looks of disapproval, I headed out to the back verandah, sat
myself down in a corner, and took the long awaited puff of that
delicious poison stick.
One drag was all it needed for an avalanche of guilt, ignorance,
stupidity and fear, if you like, to sweep straight through my brain.
“What the hell are you doing," the voices inside my head were
screaming. "Are you dumb? Why are you going through chemo if
you're going to continue with your stupid addiction? What about your
daughters? What kind of an example are you giving them?"
This war with me, myself and I continued for another minute or so
before I made a silent oath: this would be the last breath of nicotine I
would ever take.
It's been over 6 months now and I'm still cigarette free. It hasn't
been easy, giving my best friend the flick. In fact it has been one of the
hardest challenges I've ever had to face, but I can finally say I did it. It
was my time to quit.
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NWG INC IN 2017 - HIGHLIGHTS
VENUE: Once again we were delighted to meet at UNE FutureCampus.
Many thanks to Director Rob Field and staff whose support means a
great deal to our writers. We meet there twice a month, February
through to November. 2018 Dates posted in January.
SPECIAL EVENTS: NWG Secretary, Mihaela Cristescu’s first Romanian/
Australian anthology, Pounding the Pavement, was launched at the
Sydney State Library during its Multicultural March. A growing number
of NWG Inc writers have been involved in Cristescu’s publications and
events. Next March sees the launch of On The Wallaby Track, and we
are presently compiling Between Dusk and Dawn.
DR. LUKE CARMAN, our current ZineWest judge, gave us a special
tutorial at FutureCampus, providing much needed feedback on our
creative efforts. In particular the advice regarding short stories –
what to concentrate on, what to omit – was a valuable challenge.
ZINEWEST 17 LAUNCH: our annual publication and
competition for aspiring Western Sydney writers, was
opened this year by Rob Field. ZW offers publication in
the print zine or a spot at the mic with ZineWestWord. The good
standard of entries makes it difficult for the selection team to pick a
publication list. Most ZW winners have been included in Award
Winning Australian Writing or progressed to publication in major
journals. The next edition opens in March 2018.
FRIENDS: We thank the Writing and Society Research Centre at UWS,
Giramondo Publishing, and SWEATSHOP for their continued support of
ZineWest. We pay tribute to the inspiring Parramatta Artists Studios,
Studio Stories with Felicity Castagna, and congratulate WestWords on
their new facilities for writers including in Parramatta.

2018: We have new members and new nominations for committee.
We expect a wonderful 2018 and hope many creative writers can
contribute to, and gain from, our projects. Contact details, inside front cover.
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Rows from left:
Top: ZW17; Kate Brown; Julieann Wrightson;
2nd: C.A. Broadribb;
3rd: AWAW 17; Carol Amos, Sue Crawford;
Norm Fairbairn;
4th: Belinda Curby; Director UNE FutureCampus, Rob Field, Lyn Leerson FAW;
5th: Luke Carman, State Library, Launch of
“Pounding the Pavement” March, 2017.

NWG Inc Members’ Anthology 2017:
I’m a legend. My guardian angels have saved me. Over glade pastures perennials
grew. Just listen. Not long after Dulcie opened the door. I cannot write a story
without characters. I wanted the ruby. Hal took his place on the throne. The shame
of being a servant. A conversation late one night. Ground as warm as toast. I’ll get
my glasses checked tomorrow. Water engages making alive...

Would you like some. Chooks in the bedroom. And dances away disappearing.
A posterior built for posterity. Knowing I am home. The challenge now: to silence
the mind. To dare to walk among them. Following the snake river. Ulterior motives.
It was my time to quit...

